
DIRECT ROUTE: 3HRS 20MIN | 240KM 
This route is more direct and has a shorter travelling time. A number of 
wine farms can be visited along this route.

From Cape Town travel north on the N1, towards Worcester. Just before 
Worcester turn left onto the R43 and continue through Michell’s Pass 
until you reach a T-junction. Turn right at the T-junction onto the R46, 
towards Ceres. Once in Ceres, follow the directions to Prince Alfred 
Hamlet and exit left onto the R303. Continue through Prince Alfred 
Hamlet and Gydo pass and remain on the R303 for approximately 27 
km towards the small town of Die Dorp Op-die-Berg. Turn right at the 
Ceres Karoo/Cederberg sign, just after Op-die-Berg. After 25 km, turn 
right onto the gravel road at the Kagga Kamma sign. Travel straight for 
another 20 km on the gravel road. Turn left at the Kagga Kamma sign 
and travel for another 15 km, after which you will arrive at the entrance 
gate of Kagga Kamma Nature Reserve.

BAINSKLOOF PASS: 3HRS 30MIN | 225KM
This route is more scenic than the direct route but is slightly slower. 
Please drive cautiously through the Pass as the road can be narrow 
and travels along the precipice of the mountain range. A number of 
wine farms can be visited along this route.

From Cape Town travel north on the N1. Turn left onto the R44 and 
continue along this route until you reach Wellington. Continue into 
Wellington; turn left at the T-junction onto Piet Retief Street and right 
onto Church Street. Continue on Church Street; exit onto the R301. The 
R301 takes you over Bainskloof Pass; turn right onto the R43 {Mitchell’s 
Pass} and continue to Ceres. In Ceres, follow the directions to Prince 
Alfred Hamlet and Gydo Pass; continue straight towards the small town 
of Op-die-Berg. Turn right at the Ceres Karoo/Cederberg sign. After 25 
km, turn right onto the gravel road at the Kagga Kamma sign. Travel 
straight for another 20 km on the gravel road. Turn left at the Kagga 
Kamma sign and travel for another 15 km, after which you will arrive at 
the entrance gate of Kagga Kamma Nature Reserve.

Kagga Kamma Directions


